
The pantry certainly can feel overwhelming. I find the
more space you have, the more likely you are to fill it. If
you have a big pantry you might need to work one shelf
at a time, but it really will be much more efficient if you
try to tackle this one when you’ve got some extra time
up your sleeve.
 
Take everything out. Yes, everything! The spices, the
sauces, those rice paper sheets you keep promising that
you’ll use one day. All of it.
 
Clean the shelves. Unless you move house you’re
probably not going to see an empty pantry very often.
Take this opportunity to give it a good clean. 
 
Throw away any old food. Check all the use-by and best
before dates and throw away anything old. 
 
A common expired item found in many pantries is dried
herbs and spices. While these do have a long shelf life,
they lose flavour as they age so aren’t really worth
keeping if they’re past the best before date.
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Use see-through containers to store most foods
including pasta, rice, biscuits, bread crumbs, sugar,
flours and cereal.

If you have quite a collection of dried herbs and spices
consider how often you use them and whether they are
really the best option. Leafy herbs especially — such as
parsley, coriander and basil — are far more tasty if
fresh. Consider buying fresh only when you need it or
even buying a little plant to trim as you need.
 
Group like items together. Pantry items are best
grouped first according to use and then according to
container. For example, all baking items together sorted
into big items (flour, icing sugar) and smaller items
(like sprinkles and food colouring).
 
Find the best way to organise items. Before you throw
everything back into pantry, consider whether there’s a
better way to store your food.  Here are a few things I
have found helpful:
 
Using containers in the pantry
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You can buy purpose-made containers — useful
for things like spaghetti (tall containers) and cereal
(containers with small opening for pouring) — but
mostly stick to standard sizes that fit most things.
Try to stick to containers that are the same brand
and shape so lids are interchangeable. If you need
bigger containers you can often buy taller versions
that take up the same amount of floor space and use
the same lids.
Square or rectangle containers are better than round
containers as they sit side-by-side neatly and can
stack easily as well.
Containers have the added benefit of being more
secure. They keep food fresher and keep away ants
or other insects (or worse) looking for a snack!

 
Using extra shelves in the pantry
 
Pantry shelves are high and wide and leave too much
wasted space. Consider adding extra shelving to add
space to your pantry — allowing you to see more items
at once, eliminating waste and giving you easy access.
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Wire shelves are available at most variety stores —
use a few to create an extra shelf. These are usually
high enough to fit a standard can underneath giving
you all that extra space above your tins.
Install or buy purpose-built can storage that is on an
angle so you can fill from behind, meaning you use
the oldest product first. This is handy if you keep a
lot of the same kind of tins.
Buy storage that fits on the inside of your pantry
doors. I keep my paper towels on a paper towel roll
holder on the inside of my pantry door and there are
many more storage options for the doors including
spice racks, bag storage etc.

 
Put it all back. Now everything is organised into nice
easy-to-stack containers and you’ve maximised the
storage space in your very clean pantry you can start
returning items to the shelves. 
 
Make sure you put things back in a space according to
how often they are used. Items used daily go somewhere
easy to access. Things that only get used sometimes can
go on a higher shelf a little out of the way.
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